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Abstract

With the launch of the new BMW X5, the FlexRay proto-
col for in-car communication has found its way to series-
produced vehicles. The FlexRay protocol supports both
deterministic and non-deterministic transmission of data
frames. FlexRay data frames that are being transmitted in
the non-deterministic dynamic segment might become dis-
placed under adverse circumstances. In the design of a
FlexRay network it is important to have sound understand-
ing of any implications of certain design decisions on the
performance of the overall network, here specifically the
displacements in the dynamic segment.

This paper proposes a novel approach to performance
analysis of the dynamic segment based on Markov chain
transient analysis. The model of the dynamic segment is
a two-dimensional discrete-time Markov chain, where the
discrete time steps represent minislots of the dynamic seg-
ment. Model properties and assumptions are discussed and
expressions for calculating performance metrics are pro-
vided. Finally, measurements obtained from a real FlexRay
network are used to test model assumptions and to validate
the accuracy of model output.

Keywords - flexray, in-car networks, dynamic segment,
markov chain, transient analysis, performance analysis

1 Introduction

The increasing number of x-by-wire applications in cars
entails that requirements on safety and hard real-time of the
in-car network are becoming more strict [4]. Protocols such
as Byteflight and FlexRay, where FlexRay is a recent exten-
sion of Byteflight, have been developed and used for satis-
fying the requirements of x-by-wire applications. The first
series car to use a FlexRay in-car network is the new BMW
X5, which has recently been introduced by BMW Group.
In near future FlexRay is expected to connect multiple Elec-
tronic Control Units (ECUs) implementing chassis, power-
train, and driver assistance applications [6].

Besides providing strict determinism, the FlexRay pro-
tocol supports priority based media access in the dynamic
segment via a Flexible Time Division Multiple Access
(FTDMA) scheme. The properties of the FTDMA scheme
is discussed in [2]. The flexibility provided by this media
access scheme allows frames to be displaced and thus de-
layed in adverse situations. This dynamism combined with
the increasing number of applications motivates the need
for quantitative performance evaluation of the network.

The Byteflight protocol is nearly identical in function-
ality to the FlexRay dynamic segment as it is also based on
FTDMA. The authors in [3] present an analysis of the Byte-
flight protocol, where they investigate the performance-
related consequences of different design choices. Particu-
larly, they identify that network designers need to make a
trade-off between flexibility and performance. This issue
applies similarly to the FlexRay dynamic segment, and is
discussed further in Section 2. Currently available tools for
performance evaluation of specific FlexRay traffic models
focus on simulation. Simulation tools such as [8] and [7]
may be used to make a quantitative performance analysis,
by defining the traffic model using virtual traffic generators.
However, the process of obtaining a sufficient level of con-
fidence with a simulation is typically very time-consuming
compared to analytical approaches.

This paper presents an approach to performance assess-
ment of the dynamic segment in FlexRay that is based on
transient analysis of a Markov Chain (MC). This perfor-
mance assessment is less time-consuming than simulation
and can be made prior to implementing a simulation or pro-
totype.

Specifically, this paper contributes to the literature by 1)
demonstrating how the FlexRay communication cycle can
be modeled as a MC, 2) specifying how performance met-
rics are extracted from MC model, and 3) validating the re-
sults obtained from the model by comparing to measure-
ments from an actual FlexRay network.

In Section 2 a brief description of the relevant FlexRay
properties is given and the main motivation for the model is
presented. Next, the FlexRay model is discussed and pre-
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sented in Section 3. The following Section 4 specifies how
performance metrics are calculated from the model. Section
5 presents a validation of the model based on measurements
from an actual FlexRay network. Finally, Section 6 contains
the conclusion of this paper.

2 FlexRay Dynamic Segment

The following gives a brief introduction to FlexRay and
especially the dynamic segment, which is the focus of this
paper. More information on FlexRay is available in [5].

In FlexRay the communication cycle is the fundamental
element of the media access scheme. The communication
cycle is divided into four segments as depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The FlexRay communication cycle.

Within a communication cycle, ECUs may transmit
frames in the static and dynamic segments. At design-time
an ECU has been assigned one or more slot IDs in which it
may transmit. Each slot ID is only used by one ECU, and in
this way collisions will never occur. In the static segment,
where a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme
is used, the transmission of frames is completely determin-
istic. The dynamic segment uses a dynamic mini-slotting
scheme, also generally referred to as FTDMA. This scheme
is not deterministic since the offset from the beginning of
a communication cycle until an ECU may transmit, varies
with the number of frames already sent in the same com-
munication cycle. Fig. 2 exemplifies the concept of this
scheme.

An unused dynamic slot has the duration of one minis-
lot, which is the common time unit in a FlexRay network,
and the length of the communication cycle is a fixed num-
ber of minislots. If a dynamic slot is used for transmitting a
frame, the duration of the dynamic slot is extended to sev-
eral minislots, depending on the payload size of the frame.
This is exemplified for dynamic slots m + 3 and m + 6 in
the figure. Every ECU maintains a local counter of both the
current minislot ID and the current dynamic slot ID. Both
are reset at the beginning of each cycle.

minislot
minislot 
counter

frame ID m+3 frame ID m+6
...n n+7n+6n+5n+4n+3n+1 n+2 n+8 n+9 n+10 n+11 n+12 n+13 n+14
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dynamic slot 

counter

Figure 2. Dynamic minislotting scheme.

Since the payload length and the number of frames trans-

mitted in each communication cycle varies, it may occur
that a frame cannot be successfully transmitted within the
available minislots. In that case the frame will not be
transmitted in the current communication cycle. Instead
the frame is displaced to a later communication cycle with
enough available minislots. More specifically, a frame is
displaced if the minislot counter exceeds the threshold pLat-
estTx that is configured in each FlexRay node. pLatestTx is
the last minislot in which the node can successfully transmit
a frame with the maximum allowed frame size.

Displacements may occur even with a low number of
used dynamic slots. If for example the communication cy-
cle is configured for a length of 250 minislots, and a frame
has a frame ID of 230 and takes up 5 minislots to transmit,
no more than 15 earlier minislots may be included in frame
transmissions in a communication cycle, before the frame
cannot be transmitted and is displaced.

In order to reduce the number of displacements, the
FlexRay network designer should aim at using as low frame
IDs as possible. However, this is typically inappropriate
with respect to compatibility and upgradability. The de-
signer therefore needs to determine a configuration of the
network that provides an acceptable trade-off between flex-
ibility and performance. Besides displacements, other as-
pects of performance could be relevant to consider. In this
paper the last dynamic slot is also calculated.

The modeling approach proposed in this paper provides
the network designer with a tool for making quantitative
performance evaluation of different network configurations
and traffic models in order to rapidly iterate over the design
of the network.

3 FlexRay Model

In this section the approach to modeling the dynamic
segment is described in detail. The performance metrics
described in the following are the desired outputs from the
model.

Last Dynamic Slot (LDS) distribution: The LDS is the
value of the dynamic slot counter at the end of a commu-
nication cycle. The more minislots that have been used for
transmitting frames, the lower the value of the LDS. The
network designer may use the LDS as an indicator of the
level of utilization and as an indication of which frames
could not have been transmitted in the communication cy-
cle. If the LDS has a lower slot ID than the ID used by a
certain ECU, that ECU could have had a frame scheduled
for transmission that it was not allowed to transmit in the
corresponding communication cycle.

Frame displacement probability: The objective of this
metric is to quantify the risk of frame displacements for a



specific frame ID. The network designer may use this met-
ric to determine the quality of service in relation to displace-
ments that the network delivers for a given configuration.

3.1 Model Framework

The following description of the FlexRay model assumes
a basic understanding of transient analysis of discrete-time
MCs, see e.g. [1]. In this paper the transition probability
matrix is denoted by P and the state probability vector for
time k by π(k). The state probabilities are calculated using
the standard equation

π(k) = π(0)Pk (1)

The main features of the FlexRay model are described in
the following.

Time step: Each time step in the MC has the duration of
exactly one minislot. After k time steps, the state proba-
bility vector π(k) describes the possible outcomes of the
communication cycle via state probabilities. An example of
information that could be derived from π(k) is the proba-
bility of the frame with ID n having been transmitted after
exactly k time steps.

Idle and transmission states: Each state in the MC con-
stitutes either an idle minislot, or a minislot that is used for
transmitting a frame. Typically, several consecutive minis-
lots are involved in the transmission of a single frame. In the
MC these consecutive minislots are mapped into a sequence
of connected states that accurately represent the length of
the frame transmission.

Frame ID priorities: The prioritization of frames via dy-
namic mini-slotting is included in the model by defining the
transition probabilities so that states in the MC are visited
in the order specified by their corresponding slot IDs.

Simplifying assumptions: The following simplifying as-
sumptions are made for the FlexRay model:

• For each frame ID a a constant frame length la is used.
The FlexRay specification allows a node to use a vari-
able frame size in the dynamic segment. However, the
model assumes that frames within a frame ID use the
same payload length.

• For each frame ID a a constant arrival probability pa is
used. Further, frame arrival probabilities are assumed
to be independent and inter-arrival times to be geomet-
rically distributed.

• The pLatestTx check is not integrated in the model
structure. This is discussed further in Section 4.

The validity of these simplifying assumptions is discussed
further in Section 5.

3.2 Detailed Model Definition

The model is based on a non-homogenous MC us-
ing a two-dimensional state space (a, b). Here, a equals
the ID of the dynamic slot relative to the beginning of
the dynamic segment, i.e. the first dynamic slot should
have a = 1. The value range of a is [0; smax] (where
smax is short notation for the Flexray specific parameter
gNumberOfMinislots). b relates to the states within a
dynamic slot. b = 1 designates an idle state and b > 1
designates transmission states. The value range of b is
[1; lmax + 1], where lmax is the maximum allowed length
of a frame measured in minislots.

The initial state of the MC is (0, 1).
The transition probabilities of the MC correspond to the

arrival probabilities of each dynamic slot.

Figure 3. FlexRay MC structure

The structure of the FlexRay MC is shown in Fig. 3. For
a dynamic slot a, there is an idle state with index (a, 1) and
la transmission states from (a, 2) to (a, la + 1). la is the
transmission length in minislots of the frame in dynamic
slot a. The arrival probabilities for dynamic slot a is pa.
If a dynamic slot is unused, the arrival probability becomes
pa = 0, i.e. there are no transmission states.

The frame length la that is needed to create the MC, is
calculated from the payload length. However, this calcula-
tion is not completely trivial, since it depends on the low-
level parameters of the concerned FlexRay network. This
calculation may be found in [5, Appendix B4.14].

In order to calculate the state probability vector π, the
transition probability matrix P needs to be generated from
the traffic model. One possible approach to generating P is
to iterate over the set of dynamic slots, and with a starting
point in the associated idle state, consider the state transi-
tions initiated in this state. For each slot s one of the fol-
lowing three situations apply:

a) No ECUs are assigned to slot s and only a transition to
the idle state in slot s + 1 is possible.



b) Frame transmission is possible in slot s + 1, but not in
slot s + 2. Transitions to idle and transmission states
in slot s+1 and to the idle state in slot s+2 should be
created.

c) Frame transmission is possible in slot s + 1 and in slot
s+2. Transitions to idle and transmission states in slot
s+1 and to the idle and transmission states in slot s+2
should be created.

Having outlined the procedure for specifying the tran-
sition probability matrix P for the FlexRay MC, only the
initial state probability vector π(0) is left to be specified.
With the initial state of (0, 1), the state probability vector
should be set as

π(0) = [1, 0, ..., 0] (2)

4 Calculating Performance Metrics

The calculation of the performance metrics consists of
two steps. First, the state probabilities π(k) are calculated,
and secondly the performance metrics frame displacement
probability and LDS distribution are computed from π(k).
Formulas for computing these metrics are presented in sub-
sections 4.2 and 4.3. However, first the simplifying assump-
tion that the pLatestTx check is not included in the MC is
discussed.

4.1 pLatestTx Check

In the MC, frame transmission are being initiated even if
they should not, due to the pLatestTx check not being per-
formed. Thus, in the MC, the transmission states before the
last transmission state may contain probability mass at the
end of the communication cycle, even though this would not
occur in an actual network. The start of the arrows in Fig.
4, show which states contain excess probability mass, while
the arrow ends show where the probability mass should re-
side, had the pLatestTx check been carried out.
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Figure 4. pLatestTx issue.

However, with relation to frame displacements, the miss-
ing pLatestTx check allows a more accurate calculation of
the frame displacement probability, and the pLatestTx check
should therefore purposely be left out of this calculation.
On the contrary, the calculation of the LDS needs to have
the MC reflect the behavior of an actual FlexRay network.
Subsection 4.3 describes possible approaches for bringing
the pLatestTx check into the calculation of the state proba-
bilities when calculating the LDS.

Now the calculation of the performance metrics is de-
scribed.

4.2 Frame Displacement Probability

In order to determine if any frames have been displaced
in a communication cycle, the outcome of the MC must be
calculated for the time k = smax, i.e. when the commu-
nication cycle has finished. This is obtained using Eq. (1).
The displacement probability for a dynamic slot is given by
all state probabilities existing before the last transmission
state of slot s. The state probabilities before slot s should
be conditioned on the transmission of a frame in s, hence
the sum of the state probabilities is multiplied by the ar-
rival probability ps. The frame displacement probability for
frames transmitted in dynamic slot s can be obtained from

P (s is displ.) =
ls∑

b=2

π(k)s,b + ps ·
s−1∑
a=1

(
lmax+1∑

b=1

π(k)a,b

)

(3)

4.3 Last Dynamic Slot

The LDS is the value of the dynamic slot counter at the
end of a communication cycle, i.e. for time k = smax.
Since the last dynamic slot in a communication cycle in an
actual network may have been used either for finishing the
transmission of a frame or being idle, the LDS for slot s
may be calculated via

Ss = π(k)s,1 + π(k)s,ls+1 (4)

However, as discussed in Subsection 4.1, the pLatestTx is
not performed when calculating π(k). Eq. (4) assumes that
the pLatestTx check has been performed during the calcu-
lation of π(k). There are several ways to include the pLat-
estTx check. In the following two exact approaches, and
one approximate approach are described.

The first approach is to use multiple transition proba-
bility matrices that prevent transitions to the transmission
states when the pLatestTx values of the concerned slots have
been reached. The second approach is to perform a post-
processing operation that propagates the residual probabil-
ity mass according to the transition probabilities as exem-
plified in Fig. 4. After applying either of these two ap-
proaches, Eq. (4) may be used to calculate the LDS. The



third approach is a simplified post-processing that adds the
residual probability mass to the relevant idle states only.
This approach does not consider cases where probability
mass needs to be propagated to transmission states and is
therefore only an approximation in such cases. However,
it is simpler to implement than the two other solutions and
may provide the exact solution if the used network config-
uration and traffic model does not contain such cases. The
probability of slot s being the LDS is calculated via

Ss ≈ π(k)s,ls+1 +
lmax∑
a=0

π(k)s−a,a+1 · I(a ≤ ls−a) (5)

Here, the indicator function I(a ≤ ls−a) evaluates to 0
when the expression is false and 1 when it is true. The
plots of the LDS distribution that are included in Section
5, have been calculated using this approximate approach.
Regardless of which approach is used to calculate the LDS
probability for each of the smax dynamic slots, the complete
distribution of last dynamic slots is given as

S = [S1, S2, ..., Ssmax ] (6)

5 Model Validation

The validation of the FlexRay MC model is divided into
two steps. The first step is to investigate how well the as-
sumptions on traffic properties match the actual network
traffic. The second step is a comparison of results calculated
using the MC and results obtained from measurements on a
real FlexRay network.

5.1 Assumptions

The first assumption is that frames with the same frame
ID use the same payload length. The test data was found to
comply to this assumption, which should not cause any in-
accuracies in the model prediction. However, since a fixed
payload length is application-dependent, this assumption
may limit the applicability of the model, or at least pro-
vide inaccurate results in cases where dynamic frame sizes
are used. Note however, that the Markov Chain model can
also be extended to arbitrary frame size distributions via a
modification of the ’upward’ transitions in 4.

Further, assumptions were made that frame arrivals
are independent. This covers both independence between
frames with identical frame IDs, but also between frames
not sharing frame IDs. These assumptions were tested us-
ing correlation analysis. In order to test the assumptions, a
binary arrival sequence was created for each frame ID in the
measurements. That is, the communication cycles in which
a frame with the given frame ID has arrived are represented

by a 1 in this sequence, while lack of arrival is a 0 in the
sequence.

The autocorrelation was used to test the correlation of
frames with identical frame IDs. Autocorrelation plots have
been created for all frame arrival sequences. The frame
arrivals were found to be highly correlated and showing a
large degree of periodicity. This contradicts the assumption
of independence between frame arrivals within each frame
ID, and is expected to introduce some level of inaccuracy to
the results of the model, compared to an actual network.

Finally, the correlation for frames with different frame
IDs was investigated by computing the cross-correlation co-
efficient between all pairs of frame arrival sequences. The
result is depicted in Fig. 5, where the darkness of each
square expresses the degree of correlation between a pair
of arbitrarily indexed arrival sequences. The results show
that besides the auto-correlations along the diagonal, most
frame arrivals were not or only weakly correlated. This re-
sult supports the assumption of independence between dif-
ferent frame IDs. However, it could be relevant to investi-
gate the cross-correlation for other lags than 0.
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Figure 5. Cross-correlation plot of frame ar-
rival sequences for lag 0.

5.2 Model Output Comparison

The following presents two comparison plots, Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 that have been selected from a larger result set. The
plots are based on measurement and model results for two
traffic models that differ in the assigned frame IDs and ar-
rival rates. The plots in the figures show the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of LDS. Here, the horizontal
distance between the lines is interesting since it shows how
accurately the model mimics the behavior of the actual sys-
tem. The results presented here show the model predictions



from the result set that have the least horizontal difference
(best) and the largest difference (worst).
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Figure 6. Best estimate of LDS distribution.

The plots are indexed relatively from x, since the specific
technical details are not of interest here. The result in Fig.
6 shows a high degree of resemblance between the results
of the model and the trace. The horizontal difference seems
to be limited to 5 minislots and within 2-3 minislots for the
most part.
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Figure 7. Worst estimate of LDS distribution.

The results in Fig. 7 show a lower degree of similarity,
where the horizontal difference is as high as 10 minislots.
Common for both plots is a tendency of the model towards
a more optimistic result, which is caused by the simplifying
assumption regarding independence of frame arrivals being
inconsistent with the actual network. However, these are
only minor issues that will not hinder the network designer
in making qualified decision on the design of the network.

6 Conclusion and Further Work

A Markov chain based model for quantitively analyzing
the performance of the FlexRay dynamic segment has been
presented as a tool for the network designer to make early
predictions on network behavior. Results are obtained via
transient analysis of this two-dimensional Markov chain.

Expressions for calculating the performance metrics distri-
bution of Last Dynamic Slot and frame displacement prob-
ability have been discussed and presented.

The model is based on assumptions regarding mutually
independent frame arrivals and constant payload lengths
within each frame ID. This allows for the traffic within each
frame ID to be described by just three constant parameters
frame ID, frame length and arrival probability. A validation
of model output against traces obtained from a real FlexRay
network shows that the accuracy of the prediction of the dis-
tribution of LDS is within 5 minislots in one case and within
10 minislots in another. This level of accuracy appears suf-
ficient for a network designer to make qualified decisions in
the early phases of network design.

Further work could add additional performance metrics
such as jitter, which is caused by displacements and varia-
tions in the number of minislots that a dynamic slot is offset
from the beginning of the dynamic segment. Another topic
could be to validate the model more thoroughly with a wider
selection of network configurations and traffic models. Fur-
ther it would be interesting to use the model for designing
a network or predicting the performance of future network
configurations and traffic models via extrapolation. Finally,
it would be interesting to extend the model to allow the ef-
fect of errors on performance to be investigated.
The research work was in parts conducted in the context of
a student project at the Department of Electronic Systems
at Aalborg University, and as such supported by the Study
Board at Aalborg University, see www.esn.aau.dk.
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